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It is interesting that here in the United States, where the banking practices have been accepted on the
300 year-old model established in Europe, the confusion about money of account and money of
exchange persists today and has done so since the 1930s.  This confusion has created a custom in
the US of treating these two forms of money as “equal.” 

For example, on certain “promissory notes,” there can be language such as: “Payments due under
the Note and other Loan Documents will be made in lawful money of the United States.”

This language creates, at the very least, the “inference of inequality of obligations” because the bank
created “credit” and it did not provide “lawful money,” but it is demanding “money of exchange,”
lawful money, as repayment.

“The commercial bank lending process is similar to that of a thrift, in that the receipt of cash from
depositors increases both its assets and its deposit liabilities which enables it to make additional
loans and investments.  When a commercial bank makes a business loan, it accepts as an asset the
borrower’s debt obligation (the promise to repay) and creates a liability on its books in the form of a
demand deposit in the amount of the loan.”  Money and Banking, by David H. Friedman.

When the bank takes a promissory note from a customer, the original bookkeeping entry (the
“bank’s general ledger”) will show an asset increase as a credit and correspondingly it will also
show a value asset in its liability bookkeeping entry.

In other words, the customer signed the note as a promise to repay as a bank asset and not what it
supposedly stands for, a promise to repay a debt.  This means the bank did not lend its money or any
other asset to the customer as what would be anticipated or believed.  Rather, the bank created its
own credit asset funds for the customer’s transaction account while simultaneously using the
customer as a third party lender to create more credit to loan.

The customer’s Note, it could be argued, was changed in its economic substance by the bank in its
“contemplated credit application form agreement,” that was first executed, thereby changing the
original costs and risks to the customer.

Bank credit practices are disingenuous, and it is criminal fraud when the equation of third party
creditor is added; when there is absolutely no agreement by and between all the parties, and the
monetization of customer’s signatures is most certainly omitted in the bank’s disclosures.

The legal practice is that the bank is supposed to hold the demand deposit in a transaction account
on behalf of the customer who signs the note.  However, bank notes mislead customers, and without
any authorization, permission or knowledge of the customer, the bank changes the terms of the note
to profiteer at maximum level off its customers.  This is in violation of the law.
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